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The last hurrah

by Troy Warzocha

Lifelong teammates, Chase Reynolds and Alex Verlanic face Cats for final time

T

HEY’VE GROWN UP together, won state
titles together, and set records together.
And although they were born one day
apart in 1987, running back Chase Reynolds
and center Alex Verlanic have been collectively getting things done for nearly two decades.
“We’ve been together so long that it’s a friendship
that can never be broken,” Verlanic said. “We’re almost brothers.”
Amide the balloons, cake and noisemakers,
Reynolds and Verlanic’s friendship began to form
while they shared birthday parties as tykes.
It’s a friendship that has endured its fair share

of classes, trends, headaches and, most importantly,
football.
“Our friendship has obviously had its ups and
downs, but I remember when I suffered from migraine headaches when I was in high school, and
Chase was always there taking care of me,” Verlanic said. “That’s something you never forget. It’s a
bond that makes you tighter and tighter.”
That bond helped produce back-to-back-to-back
Class C state titles at Drummond High School from
2003 to 2005.
Make no mistake, it’s difficult to win three state
titles in anything, and it’s even harder to carry that

success to one of the premier programs in the Football Championship Subdivison.
In the case of Reynolds and Verlanic, not only
have they done it, but they’ve thrived on it.
Since their arrival as redshirt freshmen in 2006,
the Grizzlies have compiled a 58–8 record, but running roughshod over opponents weekly at Washington-Grizzly Stadium was never a pipe dream for
the two longtime friends.
However, it was far from a guarantee either.

D

ESPITE BECOMING one of the most prolific running backs in Montana high school
football history, Reynolds was hampered by
doubts that he could make people miss with such
ease after leaving eight-man Class C football.
Those reservations could have split the pair up
as Reynolds considered heading to a smaller school
after graduating from high school. Outside of some
sound advice from his father, Reynolds’ longtime
teammate was the other major influence that led to
his arrival in Missoula.
“I was going to go to a smaller college and hope
to get some playing time there, and he signed with
[the Griz]. Then, a day or two later, I signed,” Reynolds said. “He’s one of the reasons why I came. I
told his mom I’d take care of him.”
As one of the men who paved the way for most of
Reynolds’ 5,261 yards and 114 touchdowns in high
school, Verlanic never doubted that Reynolds could
take his talent to the next level.
“Even now, we talk about how he makes us look
good with some of the plays he makes,” Verlanic said. “Can you imagine in high school? When
you’re doing that to kids? It’s like ‘Wow.’ He’s reversing field, outrunning people, breaking tackles,
trucking people; he was just another level.”
While it all seems silly now to imagine where
the Griz would be without irs newly minted touchdown king and his boyhood blocking buddy after
Reynolds set yet another scoring record against
North Dakota on Saturday, you won’t find either of
them taking credit for its historic accomplishment
in a sport that has a tendency to put the “me” in
team.
With each broken record, Reynolds has deferred
tribute and praised his offensive line profusely.
“I feel [Verlanic] has been a big reason for my
success,” Reynolds said. “The quarterback’s got the
keys to the car, but ultimately, Verlanic’s got the engine that runs the car.”
“I would tell him he needs to quit saying that
because he makes us look better than what we are,”
Verlanic said. “It’s pretty easy to block for a guy like
that when he does some of the things he does.”

T

Sally Finneran/Montana Kaimin
Chase Reynolds (34) tries to avoid a tackle from Northern Arizona’s Matt Estrada.
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HROUGH ALL THE accolades, accomplishments and victories, there is still work to be
done for Reynolds and Verlanic as they head
into the twilight of their college careers.
On Saturday, they will face off against the Montana State Bobcats for what is likely to be the final
time.
Stakes are high, as a victory would not only secure a perfect record against the Cats for both Reynolds and Verlanic, but it would also all but guarantee
the Grizzlies an 18th straight playoff appearance.
“It’s a big deal,” Verlanic said. “Especially with
this being my last game [against the Cats]. If I lost,
I’d probably never hear the end of it until the day
I die … Going out with a win would definitely be
nice, that’s for sure.”
For Reynolds, playing the Cats invokes a confident sense of urgency but also a word of caution for
his teammates.
“You start to think about it more,” Reynolds said,
regarding the prospect of going perfect against the
Cats. “I actually was sitting in bed thinking about
it last night. You don’t want to lose to these guys.
Continues on next page
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“It’s easy to be complacent;
yeah, we’ve won the last four
years and we’re going to go
out and do it again. But I think
it’s easier to come in here with
anger and play if you’ve lost
four years in a row than it is
to have four wins and come in
and win again … It’d mean a
hell of a lot to all of us to come
out of here with a win.”
Although he didn’t put up
monster stats in last year’s
contest, Reynolds was a major
part of an 80-yard, nine-anda-half-minute fourth quarter
touchdown drive that put the
Cats down for good.
The 33–19 triumph in Bozeman dashed the Bobcats’
hopes of making the playoffs
and ultimately propelled the
Grizzlies to the national title
game for the second year in a
row.
Because of his work as an
assistant coach under both
Don Read and Bobby Hauck,
first-year Griz head coach
Robin Pflugrad is not new
to the fervent animosity that
exists between Montana and
Montana State and knows that
remaining unbeaten means
everything to his seniors.
“I think it would be the
highlight of their lives,”
Pflugrad said. “What a great
memory.”

W

HILE THE STORIES
about Reynolds and
Verlanic leaving little Drummond for an opportunity to charge into Grizzly
glory have used enough ink to
fill Flathead Lake, there’s still
something to be said about
the two boyhood friends who
have helped lead the Grizzlies during some of the most
remarkable years in the program’s illustrious history.
They have both shared the
highs and lows of the game
they hold so dear. From carrying Drummond to a triumvirate of Class C state titles
to falling short of a national
championship in back-to-back
years.
“It’s fun to think, when we
were playing eight man football in a town of 300 people
and then playing in some big
time games, some national
championships, it’s pretty
amazing to think that we’ve
come that far,” Verlanic said.
“It’s been nothing but fun,
that’s for sure.”
They didn’t do it alone and
probably couldn’t have done it
without each other.
Sure there would have been

Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin
Chase Reynolds (34) is stopped
by Portland State defenders Julious
Moore and Jaycob Shoemaker (54).
Sally Finneran/Montana Kaimin
Montana’s Alex Verlanic (71) listens to the snap count from quarterback Justin Roper.

other games, other schools
and other results, but it
wouldn’t have been the same.
And many years down the
road when the glory days fade
into tall tales, the friendship
they have forged will outlive
the records, the cheers, the
cannon bursts and ultimately,
themselves.
“I know [Verlanic would]
have my back no matter what,
and that’s true with a lot of
guys here, it’s not just [him],”
Reynolds said. “But with Verlanic here it’s more special
because we have grown up together and he’s been through
everything with me … It’s
been a long haul, and it’s nice
to share it with somebody
who’s started there at the beginning.”

troy.warzocha@umontana.edu
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HATRED
Troy Warzocha
Montana Kaimin

Winning is nice.
Making it to the playoffs is
better.
Doing both at the expense
of your in-state rival is a dream
come true.
On Saturday at WashingtonGrizzly Stadium, the Montana
Grizzlies will have a chance to
achieve that, should they beat
the Montana State Bobcats in the
110th Brawl of the Wild.
“I was in this game as an assistant for nine years and understood how much hatred there
is in this game,” said first-year
Griz head coach Robin Pflugrad.
“[Hatred is] the best term. I can’t
[think] of any other term to use.”
While it’s always a great delight for the Griz to beat its Big
Sky brethren east of the divide,
this year there is far more at
stake than just bragging rights.
For the first time in recent memory, the Grizzlies need to beat
the Bobcats in order to secure a
playoff trip for the 18th straight
season.
On the other hand, a Bobcat
win would drastically increase
the possibility of at least a share
of a conference title for the first
time since 2005, the last year
they beat the Grizzlies.
Despite the monumental
playoff and conference championship implications, there’s still
this little matter of laying claim
to title of winner.
And for seniors Chase Reynolds, Andrew Selle, Jeff Larson,
Alex Verlanic and Tyler Hobbs,
that title will mean more than
anything else in the world come
Saturday.
Reynolds, Selle, Larson and
Verlanic are the only seniors
born in Big Sky country, and all
of them hold this matchup close
to their hearts.
“The competition gets higher,” Reynolds said. “I don’t
know if I necessarily hate anybody over there. I hate the name
Bozeman … There’s a lot of anger and a lot of bragging rights
that come with a win.”
For the Drummond native
and star running back, the game
on Saturday is important, but
beating the Cats is also about
honoring the players that came
before him and showing reverence for their contribution to this
heated rivalry, he added.
Although his college career
was ended prematurely after
sustaining a shoulder injury
against Sacramento State in September, Selle, a Billings native,
has taken up coaching duties
while recuperating and is still
excited about this year’s game.
“Obviously it’s a big-time
game and I’d be a liar if I said I
wasn’t dying to be out there on
the field for this one,” Selle said.
Larson, who hails from Cut
Bank and made the switch from
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Rivalry kicked up a notch for Brawl of the Wild

quarterback to wide receiver
this season, was a bit more restrained and a lot more reflective
about the upcoming duel with
the Bobcats.
“I was talking to my brother
last night, and he goes ‘Is it kind
of weird that this could be your
last game and for sure you’re last
Cat-Griz game?’” Larson said.
“I haven’t really thought about
it until last night, and it kind of
just sunk a little bit that this is
the last time I’ll get to run out of
the tunnel with these guys for a
Cat-Griz game.”
Larson added that former
Griz standout safety and current
Atlanta Falcon Shann Schillinger
sent out a mass text message to
the team that read, “Prepare this
week like you’ve never prepared
before, because it’s a special moment in your lives that you’ll
never forget.”
The only player at Tuesday’s
press conference that is not from
Montana was Hobbs, who is
from Spokane, Wash.
However, that hasn’t stopped
him from developing a pure hatred for anything that calls itself
a Bobcat.
“Fortunately for me, I’m not
from the state of Montana, and
unlike Verlanic over here, I don’t
have any ties to MSU, so my hatred level is topping the charts,”
Hobbs said with a grin, referencing Verlanic’s two brothers who
attend MSU. “I don’t have any
friends over there, I don’t know
anyone on the team and so I’m
fired up about this game.”
With all the bantering between the mustached (except
for Larson) seniors, Pflugrad
couldn’t help but join in on some
of the fun when asked about
Bobcat freshman phenom quarterback Denarius McGhee.
“Well, we hope he gets off the
bus in Butte and we can kidnap
him or something. That’s really
about all you can do, or maybe
Drummond,” Pflugrad said with
a smirk. “We got some friends in
Drummond.”
While the team’s last big
date with the assembled media
before Saturday had its run of
jokes, every player on that panel
knows from experience that this
game will be nothing short of
a war between two groups of
people that genuinely don’t like
each other.
Although, in the trenches, it’ll
be especially nasty, the Grizzlies
will be ready for anything the

Bobcats bring off the bus, Verlanic said.
“It’s obviously kicked up a
notch,” the senior center said.
“It’s a title fight. The first few
plays are more about who gets
the first punch in and less about
if you go the right direction or
not … It’s physical and there’s so
much on the line that you can’t
do anything but.”
When asked if he meant a literal or a metaphorical punch, Verlanic replied, “It could be either.”
troy.warzocha@umontana.edu

Ben Coulter/Montana Kaimin
UM running back Chase Reynolds leaps over a UND defender Saturday on
his way to a season-high 173 rushing yards at Washington-Grizzly Stadium.
The Grizzlies won 27–17.
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Bobcat safeties connect outside the stadium
A.J. Mazzolini
Montana Kaimin
As a youngster playing football in
Billings, Michael Rider’s collegiate
dreams hinged on following his father’s
path to the University of Texas. His dad
Craig, played offensive guard there in
the mid-1970s, laying out pesky defensive linemen and clearing holes for a
future NFL great in running back Earl
Campbell.
Earning all-conference and all-state
honors as a senior at Billings West High,
Rider still held out hope that he could
make it to Austin, Texas, and play at
his father’s school. But the chance never
came. And neither did much interest
elsewhere. Discouraged, but not ready
to quit, Rider eventually chose to try
and walk on with the Montana State
Bobcats. Even though he’d grown up in
Montana, it wasn’t until his first year
riding the bench as a redshirt freshman that he experienced the insanity of
the yearly Cat-Griz Brawl of the Wild.
Somehow, despite being a football fanatic most of his life, he’d never realized
the magnitude of the event.
“You could just see the emotion in the
game, what it meant to all the players
and fans,” Rider said. “That first game,
it really set the perspective. I knew what
was to come in my four years playing [at
Montana State].”
The next fall in 2007, fellow safety
Jordan Craney came to Bozeman as a

freshman. Unlike Rider, one of the main
draws to Montana State for Craney had
been the fierceness of the Cat-Griz rivalry. The Pocatello, Idaho native was
drawn in by the passion exhibited by all
those involved.
“So many people cared about being
on one side or the other,” Craney said.
“I kind of fell in love with that.”
Three years later, on the eve of their

“It’s kind of a blue-collar team,”
Craney said. “We’re not all five-star recruits. It’s a testament to … the program
at Montana State to have guys go out
there and work their hardest.”
The defense is a very close-knit unit,
he said, but one of the players he’s closest to is fellow safety, Rider. For safeties to work well together, they have to
trust that the other will be there when

“
You could just see the emotion in the game,
what it meant to all the players and fans.

”

Rob Ash, Montana State head coach
final regular season game as Bobcats,
and the 110th match up with the Grizzlies, who have won the last four meetings, the seniors have evolved into defensive team captains — Rider at free
safety and Craney as his counterpart,
playing strong safety.
Craney said in his four years within
the program, he felt his development
paralleled that of the Montana State
team. The No. 8 ranked Cats (8–2) are
playing some of their best football since
their last national title in 1984. And,
likewise, the Idahoan is playing at the
top of his game, aided by a solid defensive core that ranks third in the Big Sky
Conference in scoring defense.

needed. The more snaps they play together, the better they can play off of
each other and establish a comfortable
relationship. After four years together,
that comfort zone is well-worn.
“It’s nice. It’s like a little kid having a
teddy bear,” Craney joked.
Rider, who acknowledged he’s the
louder and more outspoken of the two
on the field, said the pair’s differing
styles work together like gears in a machine. In everything from their natural
bodies (Craney is tall while Rider is
shorter) to their playing types (Rider
prides himself on sure tackling while
Craney is a coverage defender), the two
are complementing opposites.

“Craney’s the more level-headed,
cool, calm-demeanor kind of guy,” said
fourth-year Montana State coach Rob
Ash. “He lines everybody up and keeps
them together. Rider is ‘Mr. Emotion’
on the other hand. He just flies around
the field. They’re really complete opposites in terms of how they approach the
game.”
The safeties have developed a friendship that extends beyond Bobcat Stadium and Saturdays in the fall. They’re
workout partners, too, constantly pushing each other for the next challenge
in the weight room. Even outside of
the football world they can be found
together — although it’s quite possible
football is never fully out of the picture.
“He comes over and we watch football,” Rider said of his teammate.
Anything else?
“And talk football,” he added.
And as the their senior season wearing blue and gold in Bozeman comes
to a close this weekend — excluding a
likely trip to the playoffs for the Cats
— Rider said he doesn’t expect that to
change. They’ve built a lasting friendship using football as the mortar.
Despite the in-state school seemingly being an afterthought when he first
planned his college career, Montana
State is now as big a part of his life as
anything else.
“I’ll be a Bobcat for the rest of my
life,” Rider said.
anthony.mazzolini@umontana.edu

Montana
1, CJ Atkins, WR, 6-2, 210, JR, ENCINO, CA
2, Trumaine Johnson, CB, 6-3, 197, JR, STOCKTON, CA
3, Antwon Moutra, WR, 6-2, 188, JR, CARSON, CA
4, Erik Stoll, S, 6-2, 203, SR, SANDPOINT, ID
5, Donny Lisowski, CB, 5-11, 195, JR, SEATTLE, WA
6, Aaron Roberts, WR, 5-11, 170, FR, SPOKANE, WA
7, Jeff Larson, WR, 6-4, 210, SR, CUT BANK, MT
8, Sam Gratton, WR, 6-0, 197, SO, BILLINGS, MT
9, Mike McCord, CB, 6-0, 195, JR, PHOENIX, AZ
10, Jordan Johnson, QB, 6-1, 185, FR, EUGENE, OR
11, Brandon Dodson, CB, 5-8, 170, SR, TULARE, CA
12, Andrew Selle, QB, 6-2, 219, SR, BILLINGS, MT
13, Josh Pelczar, CB, 5-9, 180, FR, BILLINGS, MT
14, D.J. Zapata, QB, 6-3, 175, FR, SAN MARCOS, CA
16, Jabin Sambrano, WR, 5-11, 170, JR, TEMECULA, CA
17, Gerald Kemp, QB, 6-2, 215, SO, SAN DIEGO, CA
18, Justin Roper, QB, 6-6, 215, SR, BUFORD, GA
19, Shay Smithwick-Hann, QB, 6-4, 210, FR, KALISPELL, MT
20, Houston Roots, CB, 5-10, 185, JR, RIO LINDA, CA
21, Jimmy Wilson, CB, 5-11, 185, SR, SAN DIEGO, CA
23, Cam Warren, WR, 5-6, 170, FR, BELLEVUE, WA
24, Steven Rominger, S, 5-10, 185, FR, MISSOULA, MT
25, Marlin Miles, CB, 5-9, 170, SO, PORTLAND, OR
26, Jordan Canada, RB, 5-9, 172, FR, WEST COVINA, CA
27, Sean Murray, CB, 6-1, 190, FR, CORONA, CA
28, Peter Nyguen, RB, 5-8, 175, SO, BELLEVUE, WA
29, Bryce Carver, WR, 6-1, 170, SO, DILLON, MT
30, Bo Tulley, S, 6-2, 185, FR, SPOKANE, WA
31, Andrew Badger, S, 5-11, 210, JR, ELMER, NJ
32, Alex Shaw, LB, 6-1, 232, JR, SPOKANE, WA
33, Brett Kirschner, RB, 5-10, 207, FR, BELLEVUE, WA
34, Chase Reynolds, RB, 6-0, 195, SR, DRUMMOND, MT
35, Dan Moore, RB, 5-11, 225, JR, TUCSON, AZ
36, Houston Stockton, S, 5-10, 165, SR, SPOKANE, WA
37, Carson Bender, DT, 6-4, 280, SR, DEER LODGE, MT
38, Russell Schey, K, 6-2, 185, SO, BILLINGS, MT
39, Lance Carl, RB, 5-11, 190, FR, MISSOULA, MT
40, Caleb McSurdy, LB, 6-1, 245, JR, BOISE, ID
42, Ty Timmer, LB, 6-2, 205, FR, GREAT FALLS, MT
43, Brooks Nuanez, S, 6-2, 205, FR, MISSOULA, MT
44, Jordan Tripp, LB, 6-2, 210, SO, MISSOULA, MT
45, Beau Donaldson, RB, 6-1, 233, JR, MISSOULA, MT
46, Clay Pierson, S, 6-3, 212, FR, TWIN BRIDGES, MT
47, Severin Campbell, DE, 6-4, 210, SR, GOLDEN, CO
48, Jake Raynock, OL, 6-2, 255, SO, BILLINGS, MT
50, Bryan Waldhauser, DT, 6-4, 242, JR, WORDEN, MT
51, Chris Bradford, DT, 6-2, 255, FR, SAN BERNARDINO, CA
52, John Kanongata’a, LB, 5-11, 218, FR, BELLEVUE, WA
53, Josh Stuberg, LB, 6-2, 216, SO, HELENA, MT
54, Trevor Rehm, LB, 6-3, 210, FR, DILLON, MT
55, Taylor Tuliaupupu, LB, 6-0, 225, FR, LA VERNE, CA
56, Brock Coyle, LB, 6-2, 215, JR, BOZEMAN, MT
57, Charles Burton, G, 6-5, 310, SO, LONG BEACH, CA
58, Zach Wagenmann, DE, 6-3, 210, FR, MISSOULA, MT
59, Tyrone Duncan, DT, 6-2, 300, JR, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA
60, Blake Lebeau, OT, 6-5, 285, SO, UNION CITY, CA
61, Shawn Bradshaw, G, 6-3, 240, FR, MISSOULA, MT
62, Eric Pietrowski, C, 6-4, 270, FR, FRESNO, CA
63, Brett Brauer, G, 6-2, 260, FR, MISSOULA, MT
66, Russell Piette, OL, 6-4, 310, SR, VANCOUVER, WA
68, Stephen Sabin, G, 6-4, 305, JR, CHANDLER, AZ
69, Race Sciabica, K, 5-11, 190, FR, BELLEVUE, WA
70, Jeremy Lapan, OT, 6-5, 285, JR, SANTA ANA, CA
71, Alex Verlanic, C, 6-2, 282, SR, DRUMMOND, MT
72, Trevor Poole, DT, 6-5, 275, FR, SPOKANE, WA
74, Jon Opperud, OT, 6-7, 305, JR, MILWAUKIE, OR
75, William Poehls, OT, 6-8, 305, FR, CHANDLER, AZ
76, Danny Kistler, OT, 6-8, 335, FR, SEATTLE, WA
77, Jake Hendrickson, G, 6-3, 285, JR, GILBERT, AZ
78, Kyle Kmet, G, 6-5, 271, SO, BONITA, CA
79, Kyle Hofmann, OT, 6-4, 280, FR, ORCAS ISLAND, WA
80, Sean Haynes WR, 6-3, 183, FR, LOS ANGELES, CA
81, Mitch Saylor, WR, 6-5, 210, FR, VANCOUVER, WA
82, Jacob Haas, TE, 6-5, 225, SO, PORTLAND, OR
83, Brody McKnight, K, 6-0, 194, JR, VANCOUVER, B.C.
84, C.J. Hatchett, WR, 6-3, 185, FR, VANCOUVER, WA
85, Austin Reifeis, TE, 6-3, 230, FR, SAMMAMISH, WA
86, Greg Hardy, TE, 6-5, 245, SO, FAIRVIEW, MT
87, Garrett Riggio, DE, 6-3, 230, SO, SCOTTSDALE, AZ
88, Levi Buckles, WR, 6-2, 215, SO, POST FALLS, ID
89, Rob Overton, TE, 6-6, 240, SR, SAN LEANDRO, CA
90, Ryan Fetherston, DE, 6-4, 218, JR, EAST HELENA, MT
91, Bobby Alt, DE, 6-3, 260, JR, ONTARIO, CA
92, Alex Bienemann, DT, 6-2, 275, FR, DENVER, CO
93, Braydon Schilling, DT, 6-2, 270, JR, GILLETTE, WY
94, Sean Wren, P, 6-6, 210, JR, YORBA LINDA, CA
95, Tonga Takai, DT, 6-2, 295, FR, WAIPAHU, HI
96, Josh Harris, DE, 6-5, 231, SO, KALISPELL, MT
97, Tonio Celotto, DT, 6-2, 305, JR, OAKLAND, CA
98, Ben Hughes, DT, 6-0, 285, JR, GRANTS PASS, OR
99, Tyler Hobbs, DT, 6-4, 265, SR, SPOKANE, WA

Players t

by Taylor W

SR CB Brandon Dodson
Like Reynolds, Dodson must
make his presence known and
come out fiery if he wants to
extend his senior season. He
generally can assure a big hit
or two each game, and, given
the importance of this game, he
should get a pop or two in before the final whistle. He is fifth
on the team with 52 tackles and
an interception this season. The
Grizzlies outmatch the Cats
in picks and could use another
from Dodson this game.

SR RB Chase Reynolds
Last week’s Big Sky offensive player of
the week comes into what has potentially become the biggest game of
his career. Montana’s all-time leader
in rushing scores (52) needs to be in
the zone this week if he’d like to play
another Saturday. He is sixth in the
Big Sky in rushing yards per game with
80, and will try for his eighth rushing
touchdown of the year. He sits at 802
yards rushing for the season.

Starting
Offense:
Justin Roper-QB
Chase Reynolds-RB
Jabin Sambrano-WR
Sam Gratton-WR
Antwon Moutra-WR
Greg Hardy-TE
Jon Operud-LT
Stephen Sabin-LG
Alex Verlanic-C
Russell Plette-RG
Charles Burton-RT
Brody McKnight-K/P

Defense:
Trumaine Johnson-CB
Brandon Dodson-CB
Bobby Alt-DE
Tyler Hobbs-DT
Bryan Waldhauser-NT
Ryan Fetherston-DE
Jordan Tripp-LB
Caleb McSurdy-LB
Alex Shaw-LB
Erik Stoll-SS
Mike McCord-FS

to Watch

W. Anderson

JR RB Orenzo Davis
Davis has helped Montana State
outrun opponents week in and
week out. His 922 yards on 158
attempts account for more than
half of his team’s running game
and give the Cats the upper hand
in running attack. He is fourth in
the conference in average rushing yards per game and will be
look for his ninth rushing touchdown of the year.

FR LB Aleksei Grosulak
The freshman linebacker redshirted just a year ago, and in
his second season in a Bobcat
uniform, leads the team in
tackles. No other freshman in
the Big Sky comes close to his
78 tackles this season. He’ll
look to stun Reynolds and the
stellar run game that helped
the Griz earn a win last weekend.
*Due to technical difficulties, the Montana Kaimin could
not obtain photos from Montana State University.
These are artistic renditions by Joe Veltkamp.

Lineups
Offense:
Denarius McGhee-QB
Orenzo Davis-RB
Everett Gilbert-WR
Elvis Akpla-WR
Julius Llyod-WR
Kyle Begger-TE
Mike Person-LT
Casey Dennehy-LG
Shaun Sampson-C
Alex Terrien-RG
Leo Davis-RT
Zeb Miller-K

Defense:
Arnold Briggs-CB
James Andrews-CB
Dan Ogden-LE
Jason D’Alba-NG
Jason Laidet-RE
Cochran-OLB
Curtis Dublanko-ILB
Dan Hendrickson-ILB
Ryan Kasowski-OLB
Joel Schwenfeier-FS
Kris Ankenbauer-SS
Brett Cameron-P

Montana State
1, Elvis Akpla, WR, 6-1, 187, JR, PORTLAND, OR
2, Chris Wilson, CB, 6-1, 179, FR, GREAT FALLS, MT
3, Brian Floetkoetter, WR, 6-2, 175, FR, LAUREL, MT
3, Kazz Siewing, CB, 5-11, 178, SO, SACO, MT
4, John Ellis, CB, 5-10, 180, FR, MANSFIELD, TX
5, Joel Fuller, CB, 6-1, 200, SO, LIBBY, MT
5, Grayson Galloway, QB, 6-4, 200, JR, MILL VALLEY, CA
6, Gianni Carter, WR, 6-2, 196, FR, EUGENE, OR
6, Heath Howard, CB, 5-10, 180, SO, PLENTYWOOD, MT
7, Jordan Craney, S, 6-1, 205, SR, POCATELLO, ID
8, Zach Coleman, CB, 5-10, 175, SO, CEDAR HILL,TX
9, Denarius McGhee, QB, 5-11, 203, FR, EULESS, TX
10, Kruiz Siewing, WR, 5-11, 180, SO, SACO, MT
11, John Laidet, DE, 6-5, 250, JR, BONANZA, OR
11, Chase Young, WR, 6-1, 180, FR, AUGUSTA, MT
12, Cody Kempt, QB, 6-2, 221, SR, BEAVERTON, OR
13, Darius Jones, CB, 5-10, 167, SO, ROCKWALL, TX
14, Everett Gilbert, WR, 5-9, 180, SO, ROCKWALL, TX
15, Jason Cunningham, K, 6-1, 175, JR, AMARILLO, TX
15, Allen McCarty, CB, 5-11, 185, FR, HAMILTON, MT
16, Danny Trittler, WR, 5-10, 170, FR, SCOTTSDALE, AZ
18, Rory Perez, P, 6-2, 180, FR, MORENO VALLEY, CA
19, Rick Haluszka, TE, 6-4, 214, SO, HARLEM, MT
20, C.J. Palmer, RB, 6-1, 235, JR, SPRING, TX
22, Michael Rider, S, 5-11, 196, SR, BILLINGS, MT
23, Jody Owens, LB, 6-1, 214, SO, MESQUITE, TX
24, James Andrews, CB, 6-1, 184, JR, ROCKWALL, TX
25, Cody Kirk, RB, 5-10, 206, FR, FRENCHTOWN, MT
26, Arnold Briggs, S, 5-10, 187, SR, SAN DIEGO, CA
27, Mackey Nolan, P, 6-1, 183, SO, COLUMBIA FALLS, MT
27, DeSean Thomas, WR, 6-1, 176, JR, CLEBURNE, TX
28, Steven Bethley, CB, 5-11, 220, FR, CHINO, CA
29, Cole Moore, LB, 6-2, 220, FR, PALO ALTO, CA
30, David Dash, RB, 5-9, 175, FR, FONTANA, CA
31, Robert Marshall, CB, 6-1, 185, FR, CARROLLTON, TX
32, Anthony Cosme-Peko, S, 5-11, 209, SR, LAKEWOOD, CA
33, Blayde Becksted, RB, 5-10, 200, SR, WELLINGTON, CO
34, Preston Gale, DE, 6-3, 239, FR, FORNEY, TX
35, Sean Gords, CB, 5-10, 185, FR, TORRANCE, CA
36, Orenzo Davis, RB, 5-9, 185, JR, LITTLETON, CO
37, Casey Lamping, WR, 6-1, 185, FR, HELENA, MT
38, Kerry Sloan, RB, 5-11, 210, FR, HARKER HEIGHTS, TX
39, Josh Dirks, CB, 6-1, 200, FR, HELENA, MT
40, Ryan Martello, CB, 5-8, 165, FR, ENNIS, MT
40, Donald Tudahl, TE, 5-11,240, FR, BIGFORK, MT
41, Roger Trammell, LB, 6-1, 230, JR, LEWISVILLE, TX
42, Clay Bignell, LB, 6-2, 236, JR, HELENA, MT
43, Bryce Stacy, CB, 5-9, 182, FR, KALISPELL, MT
44, Aleksei Grosulak, LB, 5-10, 215, FR, BILLINGS, MT
45, Jason D’Alba, DT, 6-2, 280, SR, GLENCOE, IL
47,Taylor Dees, DE, 6-2, 225, FR, WORDEN, MT
48, Dustin O’Connell, DE, 6-2, 245, SR, HELENA, MT
49, Caleb Schreibeis, DE, 6-3, 245, SO, BILLINGS, MT
50, Craig Ashworth, DT, 6-2, 215, FR, FLORENCE, MT
50, Leo Davis, OL, 6-4, 271, JR, BILLINGS, MT
51, Michael Foster, LB, 6-1, 210, FR, SEABROOK, TX
54, Na’a Moeakiola, LB, 5-11, 220, FR, EULESS, TX
55, Shonquille Dorsey, LB, 6-1, 240, FR, DALLAS, TX
56, Shaun Sampson, OL, 6-1, 249, SO, HELENA, MT
56, Eddie Stevenson, LB, 6-2, 205, FR, BRIDGER, MT
57, Casey Dennehy, OL, 6-1, 270, JR, BUTTE, MT
58, Rhett Young, LB, 6-1, 185, FR, AUGUSTA, MT
59, Tanner Ripley, LB, 5-10, 216, SR, HIGHWOOD, MT
60, Michael Vaira, LB, 6-1, 205, FR, LAMBERT, MT
61, Alex Terrien, OL, 6-4, 285, JR, AUBURN, WA
62, Ben Tauanuu, OL, 6-4, 317, SO, SANTA ANA, CA
63, Zach Logan, DT, 6-3, 295, FR, DEER PARK, TX
64, Andy Austin, OT, 6-3, 278, FR, BILLINGS, MT
65, Tim Garcia, C, 6-3, 227, SR, KAMUELA, HI
68, Conrad Burbank, G, 6-4, 280, JR, RENO, NV
70, Killian Fitzpatrick, OL, 6-8, 285, FR, BEAVERTON, OR
71, Jesse Hoffmann, OL, 6-4, 286, SR, HELENA, MT
72, Mike Person, OT, 6-5, 295, SR, GLENDIVE, MT
73, Tyler Potter, OL, 6-4, 305, SO, CORONA, CA
74, Connor Verlanic, DE, 6-4, 205, FR, DRUMMOND, MT
75, Andrew Verlanic, OL, 6-4, 276, SO, DRUMMOND, MT
79, Quinn Catalano, OL, 6-5, 240, FR, SAN DIEGO, CA
80, Tiai Salanoa, TE, 6-3, 225, FR, OXNARD, CA
81, Kyle Begger, TE, 6-2, 253, SR, MILES CITY, MT
82, Julius Lloyd, WR, 6-1, 184, SR, KENMORE, WA
83, Reil Cornelius, WR, 6-3, 191, SO, HELENA, MT
84, Parker Bignell, WR, 6-2, 200, FR, DRUMMOND, MT
85, Matt Thibault, WR, 6-1, 185, FR, BELGRADE, MT
86, Tanner Bleskin, WR, 6-3, 210, FR, GREAT FALLS, MT
87, Taylor Graham, WR, 6-1, 181, FR, KALISPELL, MT
88, Shane Robison, TE, 6-5, 245, JR, BILLINGS, MT
89, Steven Foster, TE, 6-5, 248, SO, HELENA, MT
90, Dan Ogden, DT, 6-1, 270, SR, KALISPELL, MT
91, Michael Balen, DE, 6-1, 203, SO, FREELAND, MI
92, Brad Smith, DE, 6-5, 246, JR, BELGRADE, MT
93, Lee Perkins, TE, 6-2, 220, FRGREAT FALLS, MT
94, Chris Music, LB, 6-1, 210, FR, PURCELLVILLE,VA
95, Kevin Steiner, TE, 6-4, 230, SO, SHELBY, MT
96, Zach Minter, DT, 6-1, 265, SO, GLENDALE, AZ
97, Derek DeJong, DE, 6-3, 250, SO, MANHATTAN, MT
98, Christian Kelii, DT, 6-1, 282, SO, EWA BEACH, HI
99, Brian Bignell, DT, 6-2, 230, SO, HELENA, MT

a season IN PHOTOS

CLOCKWISE
Ben Coulter/Montana Kaimin
University of Montana quarterback Justin Roper salutes
the crowd with a fist pump
as he scores on a pass from
Chase Reynolds Oct. 9 against
Idaho State at WashingtonGrizzly Stadium. The Grizzlies
beat the Bengals 47–28.

Ben Coulter/Montana Kaimin
The University of Montana
Grizzlies enjoy a celebration
penalty after running back
Chase Reynolds’ second half
touchdown during the Oct. 9
victory over the Idaho State
Bengals at Washington-Grizzly Stadium.

Greg Lindstrom/
Montana Kaimin
Arms stretch for the ball as
Montana quarterback Justin
Roper (18) is tackled by Portland State’s DJ McCarthy during the game Oct. 16.

Sally Finneran/
Montana Kaimin
Montana’s Greg Hardy gets
set to snap the ball during the
game against Northern Arizona University Oct. 23.

Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin
TOP LEFT The Grizzlies chant the fight song after their second victory over
Northern Arizona Oct. 23.
TOP RIGHT Montana’s Jimmy Wilson (21) looks for a sack on Portland State’s
Connor Kavanaugh in Portland on Oct. 16.
Sally Finneran/Montana Kaimin
MIDDLE Sacramento State’s Zack Nash sacks quarterback Andrew Selle at
the Homecoming game Sept. 25. Selle suffered a career ending injury during
the play.
Steel Brooks/Montana Kaimin
BOTTOM Griz junior wide receiver Antwon Moutra evades a tackle from
Northern Arizona’s junior safety Kasseem Osheroff. The Griz went on the
win the game in the last minute 24–21 on Oct. 23.
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EDITORIAL

Engstrom’s first
big decision may
be his best
by Tyson Alger, Sports Editor

When Royce Engstrom announced that The University of Montana would stay in the Big Sky Conference a week ago, he made the
first — and possibly the biggest — tough decision of his newly minted presidency. It’s a decision that could possibly define his reign at
UM and will be looked at and scrutinized years down the road.
But Engstrom shouldn’t fret.
He got it right.
It’s an intriguing thought to wonder what the Griz could do in a
different conference. After all, it was just 14 years ago that Boise State
left the Big Sky, and look at where they are now; the Broncos sit in the
upper-echelon of college football and are consistently in headlines
and the talk of the country. Changing divisions for Boise State was
the right decision.
But Montana isn’t Boise State, and for proof that Engstrom made
the right choice, look no further than Washington-Grizzly Stadium
at noon this Saturday.
There’s a game being played there that day. You may have heard
of it; it’s called the Brawl of the Wild, the gridiron battle of Montana
against Montana State, and it’s going to be huge.
In fact, this game will be one of the most important meetings of
the two schools in the game’s 110 meetings.
The Cats have the best team they’ve had in recent memory. They
have an offense that can put up numbers quickly, led by freshman starting quarterback Denarius McGhee, dazzling defenses, and a collective
chip on the team’s shoulder after four consecutive losses to Montana.
See SPORTS EDITORIAL, page 11

AJ

vs Justin Roper

by A.J. Mazzolini

have a trick up my sleeve.
This week, in a very
I give the signal and my
special Griz-Cat edition
lovely assistant folds the
of AJ Versus, the Monhoop in half, creating a
tana Kaimin made its
ring that’s half the size.
triumphant return to
My collapsible travel hula
the field at Washingtonhoop (that’s right, look it
Grizzly Stadium. A footup, it’s a real thing) will
ball and a hula hoop in
even the playing field. I
hand, it’s time for a showmean, come on; this guy’s
down with starting quarthe second most accurate
terback Justin Roper.
passer in the Big Sky.
In preparation for
Justin laughs and tosses
this matchup, I decided I
his
first pass just wide.
needed to look the part of
Yes,
I’m
in his head! I fetch
a Montana quarterback.
him another ball and the
Realizing I’m way too tall
Buford, Ga., native quickto pull off a Dave Dickly sends a rocket directly
enson and not Hawaiian
through the 2-foot openenough to be a Brian Ah
ing. We’re tied thanks to
Yat, I decided to go more
my damn second throw
modern. So I didn’t shave
Sally Finneran/Montana Kaimin
rule.
for a couple weeks.
Montana quarterback Justin Roper and KaiThe hoop moves back
I figure I’ll have to min reporter A.J. Mazzolini chest bump after a
to 15 yards. The Grizzlies’
call upon the power of throwing accuracy competition last week.
quarterback eyes his target
my Andrew Selle beard
and connects on his first atto have any shot at winwhatever help I can get.
tempt.
Then at 20 yards, an even
ning just about any sort of comI march out onto the field folpetition against Justin Roper lowed by my camera crew like crisper pass cruises through the
(except maybe a self-deprecat- troops into battle. Our weapon: opening. Oh man, this guy’s on
ing contest, apparently). It’s not a football. Our mission: toss it fire. I, not surprisingly, miss my
quite voodoo, but I’ll need through a hoop better than Jus- much more massive target (by
a lot) on my first attempts from
tin can.
My lovely assistant (my 15 and 20 yards. But I’m a clutch
roommate Adam) counts off player, a second-half rallier,
10 yards and stands with the a comeback machine, and on
obnoxiously green and spar- the brink of elimination, I nail
kly hula hoop, extending it out the second attempt both times.
from his body to create a nice That’s right, move ‘em back.
Sadly, 20 yards is my limit,
four-foot circular target for me.
I step up to an imaginary line it seems. Right after that my
of scrimmage, momentarily accuracy steeply drops off.
acting like I’m taking the ball I might as well be throwing
from under center (because au- blindfolded. Passes are flythenticity is important). I fire at ing wide by huge margins.
Vanna — uh I mean Adam —
the ring.
is in more danger of getting
And miss by a lot.
“Uh … we each get two tries creamed than the stupid hula
at each one,” I announce. What- hoop. I guess it’s lucky for
ever, I’m making the rules as I him I’m not throwing bullets.
go. Deal with it Roper. My next Whatever, I’ll blame it on the
pass glides gracefully through failing light or the crisp evening air; it’s my column.
the hoop. A perfect-ish spiral.
Now it’s Justin’s turn, but I
See AJ VS, page 11
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Brawl Breakdown

UM
Justin Roper			
157–253–9 62.1% 			
1770 yards
Sacks against: 20

Chase Reynolds		
Rush: 170 – 802 yds
4.7 avg

MSU

story by Troy Warzocha and Taylor W. Anderson | photo by Ben Coulter
177.0 ypg
19 TD

Quarterbacks: Despite playing in a multitude of big
games and having the home-field advantage, Roper has been
wildly inconsistent this season and is facing off against a tremendously talented young quarterback in McGhee.
Advantage: Bobcats

80.2 ypg
7 TD rush 4 pass

Running Backs: Although 2010 hasn’t been Reynolds’
best season statistically, that could easily be a byproduct of the
Grizzlies’ new spread offense. Davis is a solid back and forces
defenses to pay attention to the run.

Denarius McGhee			
197–312–5 63.1%			
2802 yards
Sacks against: 13

Orenzo Davis		
Rush: 158 att – 922 yds
5.8 avg

296.7 ypg
20 TD

92.2 ypg
8 TD rush 1 pass

Advantage: Grizzlies

Antwon Moutra		
34 rec. 574 yds			
Jabin Sambrano		
36 rec. 564 yds			

16.9 avg
6 TD
15.7 avg
3 TD

Wide Receivers: The Bobcats’ receivers have been the

real beneficiaries of McGhee’s breakout season. However, the
Grizzly receiving corps is deeper and has the tendency to burn
defenders regularly.

Julius Lloyd				
29 rec. 594 yds			
Everett Gilbert			
44 rec. 559 yds			

20.5 avg
6 TD
12.7 avg
2 TD

Dan Ogden DT			
10.0 tackles for loss
Zach Minter DL			
7.5 tackles for loss

6 sacks

Advantage: Grizzlies

Bryan Waldhauser DT		
8.0 tackles for loss
Ryan Fetherston DE			
8.5 tackles for loss

5 sacks
4 sacks

Defensive Line: Although the Bobcat defense hasn’t

had a particularly dominant season, their line has been the
best unit on the defensive side of the ball. The Grizzlies’ defensive line has been banged up this season, but seems to be
getting healthy at the right time.

4.5 sacks

Advantage: Bobcats

Caleb McSurdy LB		
Jordan Tripp LB		

95.0 tackles
89.0 tackles

Linebackers: The Grizzly linebackers have been nothing short of spectacular this season. Jordan Tripp and Caleb
McSurdy could easily be the Grizzlies’ most valuable players on defense. The Cats’ linebackers just don’t stack up with
Montana’s unit.

59.0 tackles
49.0 tackles

Aleksei Grosulak LB		
Jody Owens LB		

Advantage: Grizzlies

Trumaine Johnson CB		
Erik Stoll SS				

4 Ints
5 Ints

Secondary: The Grizzly secondary is one of the best in

the country. The Cats secondary might be their biggest liability
on defense.

Darius Jones CB			
Arnold Briggs FS			

0 Ints
2 Ints

Jason Cunningham K			
82.6% average
Everett Gilbert KR			
				

19–23 FG

Advantage: Grizzlies

Brody McKnight K
77.7% average
Peter Nguyen KR
				

14–18 FG
24 – 603 yds
25.1 yds avg

Special Teams: Considering the blocked kicks, fum-

bled returns and touchdowns allowed, this unit is by far the
weakest on the Grizzlies. As long as the Cats hold onto the
ball, they have an easy advantage here.

21 – 526
25.0 yds avg

Advantage: Bobcats

SPORTS EDITORIAL
From page 10
Meanwhile, the Griz enter the
game filled with uncertainty.
They have an offense with an
identity crisis and a fan base
that’s been rattled by an uncharacteristic number of losses in a
season. But with a class of seniors that have never lost to the
Cats and playing at home with
playoffs on the line, this Griz
team will come out firing.
For all of the hype that this
game will receive, none of it
would ever happen again if Montana moved to the WAC. Football
would be broken in Montana.
Missoula is a town that prides
itself on tradition and having

one of the nation’s best football
teams at this level; all of that
would be lost in the WAC.
First of all, and let’s get this
out of the way, if Montana ever
moved from the Football Championship Subdivision to the
Football Bowl Subdivision, the
school would never, ever win
another national championship.
Yes, Montana could eventually become successful, but would
Missoula ever care as much for
a team that’s satisfied with making the Pacific Life Holiday Bowl,
or one that can consistently compete for national championship
like they do now?
Not to mention that the rivalry with the Cats would be dead.

Yes, Montana could still play
Montana State, but the game
would never have as much riding on it as it does this Saturday.
The Griz would have more players on scholarship if they moved
up; it would be a nonconference
game and nobody would care.
When the Griz take the field
this Saturday, with the forecasted snow falling and 26,000 fans
screaming, Engstrom should
take a moment to pat himself
on the back. Because if he had
chosen to move to the WAC,
Montana would no longer play
meaningful games this late in
November, not against the Cats.
Not against anyone. And that
would kill this town.
tyson.alger@umontana.edu

AJ VS
From page 10
But Justin struggles from
the 25-yard line as well. His
first pass misses the mark,
but I can tell he’s really getting into it now. There’s determination in his eyes as he
motions for a second football,
the dagger that will end my
life in this competition. He
grips it and chucks a spiral
at the tiny ring. It’s on line.
It crashes into the exterior of
the target, knocking the hoop
down from where its holder
had placed it.
Does that count? It kind of
went through? Umm, I know,

time for a tiebreaker. A little
distance competition should
do.
I really step into one and it
flies from the south end zone of
Washington-Grizzly Stadium to
about the 40-yard marker. Not
bad for a scrawny kid. Justin
prepares his turn, but to make it
interesting, the ball is gripped in
his left hand. There’s no way he
throws left- handed for 40 yards!
I’m smirking.
But he does. And a few more
yards after that. Great. How
many times do I have to cheat to
actually win!?
For video action of AJ Versus Justin Roper, log onto montanakaimin.com.
anthony.mazzolini@umontana.edu

Around the Big Sky

by Daniel Mediate

Weber State (6–4, 5–3 Big Sky) at
Texas Tech (5–5, 3–5 Big 12)

Idaho State (1–9, 0–7 Big Sky) at Eastern Washington (8–2, 6–1 Big Sky)

Portland State (2–8, 1–6 Big Sky) at
Northern Arizona (5–5, 3–4 Big Sky)

Sacramento State (6–4, 5–3 Big
Sky) at UC Davis (5–5, 3–1 Indep.)

Weber State has won four of its last
five, including two key conference road
wins, but they face a stiff competitor this
weekend in Big 12 team Texas Tech.
The Wildcats are coming off a pivotal
27–26 win over Northern Arizona on the
road, keeping their hopes alive for an atlarge bid into the FCS playoffs.
Weber State running back Vai Tafuna’s 2-yard touchdown run with 38 seconds remaining lifted the Wildcats over
the Lumberjacks on Saturday.
Cameron Higgins set the Big Sky Conference touchdown pass record at 97 with
a 64-yard scoring throw to senior wideout
Joe Collins, who also had eight receptions
for 191 yards and another score.
Higgins had been tied at 96 TD passes
with Matt Nichols of Eastern Washington and Dave Dickenson of Montana.
Early in the third quarter, however,
Higgins was injured, and was replaced
by backup quarterback Mike Hoke, who
completed 11 of 15 passes for 168 yards
and an 80-yard touchdown to Collins to
help the Wildcats rally from a 26–13 deficit in the fourth quarter.
Though Texas Tech is coming off a
thumping from nationally ranked Oklahoma, it still boasts nearly two dozen
more scholarship players than Weber
State and should have enough to hold
off the Wildcats.

Heading into the final weekend of
conference play, the Eastern Washington Eagles have their sights set on a Big
Sky title — their first outright title in
over a decade.
Tavoy Moore and the lowly Bengals
are the only obstacles standing in their
way.
The Eagles and Bengals will clash
on Eastern’s fancy red turf this weekend in Cheney, Wash. The Bengals are
coming off a 45–17 drubbing by Sacramento State at home last weekend,
where they allowed four sacks, three
forced fumbles and two interceptions,
including one returned 68 yards for a
touchdown.
Idaho State scored both of its
touchdowns in the fourth quarter with one score coming from the
speedy Moore.
The Eagles are riding a six-game winning streak, with their most recent victory coming over soon-to-be conference
foe Southern Utah, 31–24. Jones again
proved himself as the conference’s top
ball-carrier, amassing 158 yards on the
ground and one score.
The Eagles handled the Bengals
last year in Idaho. With a grasp of the
conference title, there’s no way they’re
going to let it slip away to an ugly ISU
squad.

Northern Arizona, a team that was
picked to finish high in the race for
the Big Sky title and a playoff spot,
will have their hands full at home this
weekend against a scrappy Portland
State team.
Hyped with the return of a veteran
quarterback and a stout defense, this
season has been less than stellar for
the Lumberjacks, which is coming off
a narrow 27–26 home loss to Weber
State.
Quarterback Michael Herrick went
24 of 45 passing for 310 yards with a
touchdown, but threw two costly interceptions for Northern Arizona in
the loss. Senior wide receiver Daiveun
Curry-Chapman had 10 receptions for
104 yards for the Lumberjacks.
Portland State fell for the sixth
straight week last Saturday to Northern
Colorado, 35–30.
The loss spoiled a landmark day for
Portland State running back Cory McCaffrey, who rushed for 226 yards and
a touchdown. The Vikings had trouble
moving the ball in the second half and
managed just a field goal late in the
match.
With both teams struggling in the
last lap of the year, the team who
turns the ball over the least should
prevail.

Winning four of its last five games,
Sacramento State will look to continue
their late-season success against in-state
rival UC Davis.
The Hornets have been a big surprise
in the Big Sky this season, scaring the
top three teams, Eastern Washington,
Montana and Montana State, while
manhandling all other conference
members.
Sacramento State is fresh off a thumping of Idaho State, in which junior quarterback Jeff Fleming threw for over 200
yards and three touchdowns in the
first half. Wide receiver Chase Deadder
caught two of Fleming’s scoring strikes
and recorded 102 yards.
UC Davis has had a shaky season but
has found success the last two weekends, coming off a big win over Cal
Poly, who stunned Montana earlier this
season.
The Aggies’ top offensive threat, senior wideout Sean Creadick, caught a
5-yard touchdown pass with 35 seconds
left Saturday to cap a 16-point fourth
quarter that helped UC Davis rally for
a 22–21 victory over Cal Poly last Saturday.
With both Sacramento State and UC
Davis peaking in the season’s concluding weeks, expect a hard-fought battle
in Davis, Calif., Saturday.

Prediction: Red Raiders dash Weber’s playoff hopes, 34–17

Prediction: Eagles stomp Bengals
to win title, 35–21

Prediction: Herrick, NAU get it
done at home, 32–21

Prediction: Hornets best Aggies,
28–20

Poor, drunk and hungry

Keepin’ warm
by Kate Whittle
Half the excitement of going to a Griz game is trying to
not freeze your ass off. Here’s
something tasty to bring in
your mug on the way and some
tasty fried things for your postgame snack.
From-Scratch Hot Cocoa
2 tablespoons cocoa powder
3 tablespoons granulated white
sugar
1 cup milk
1 tablespoon cornstarch (optional — it’s a thickening agent)
1 teaspoon cinnamon
Optional: booze
Gradually heat milk in a
saucepan on medium low,
whisking frequently. Stir in
cocoa powder, sugar, cinnamon and cornstarch. This is
a single serving recipe — increase according to how many
people you’re serving. Add a
shot of Baileys or peppermint
schnapps to your mug before
pouring in hot cocoa.
Homemade Onion Rings
Two yellow onions
2 cups buttermilk
2 cups all-purpose flour
Tablespoon each: cayenne pep-

per, salt, black pepper
canola oil
Slice onions very thinly, put
slices into a bowl, and pour
buttermilk over the slices. Heat
canola oil in a frying pan. Coat
onions in flour and drop into
oil. Careful not to burn yourself!
When onions are fried to a golden brown, remove using tongs
and allow to cool a bit before
serving. While they cool, whip
up this tasty dipping sauce ...
News Editor Taryn’s White
Trash Boozy BBQ Sauce
1 bottle ketchup
2 cloves minced fried garlic
2 teaspoons pepper, salt to taste
1 dash Tobasco sauce
¼ cup honey
2 shots Jack Daniels
2-3 tablespoons Worcestershire
sauce
This recipe comes from
news editor Taryn, who enjoys
all things sweet and alcoholic.
Mix all ingredients in a pot
and heat until alcohol is cooked
off. (Or not, if you prefer your
sauce to have a real kick.) Use
as excellent dipping sauce for
fried onions.
kate.whittle@umontana.edu

